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Tlw end of April is upon mo© I have just finished with and 

can now think of doing something for OMPAo I just hop© that I can get this 
finished and into the hade of the Editor in time for the May mailing® If 
you read this as a part of the mailing, I did? if this comes as a postmailing. 
1 obviously didn’t© -^ut I hope for this to be a part of the 24th mailing®

Weatherwiwe, this has been a queer spring® In Feb wo had ^ome real 
warm weather? in March is snowed on the first throe Wednesdays© ho first 
one was a real mess® About 3” of wet snow that packed and made a"nice slippery 
ice before they got it off the streets® Then it turned war© after the 
third snow and everyone was happyc did is snow on the fourth Wednesday? 
No, of course not® ^t snowed briefly on the Tuesday® S© comes the cherry 
blossom period, with the blooms all out - and it goes down to 28 and nips 
most of them® Two days later it was in the mid 60s® And then it got wazm© 
I suppose that the end of April will be cold again, with May warming up a 
little© Of course9 with May 30 a holiday up North, it will rain hard©

As is 
usual, work is taking up too mich time® We°re short handed — a chronic com- 
plaint, and a natural consequence of Parkinson8^ Law ~ but we°ve got more work 
than people to do it© Sof just when I°d like to be doing some of the vast 
backlog of 8000 articles to abstract^ the boss decides he’s going back to 
college for the summer, and probably one torsi more, and dumps a lot of the 
administrative work on. me© Of course, May is the messy nzonth, as that is 
when the budget figures for fiscal 62 have to go in; fiscal 61 begins in 
July© And, to make matters worse$ Ed is doing lab work at nights, and not 
coming in until the end of the day© Even though Iflm supposed to de the 
paper work, he still v/ants to make the decisions; when he3s not there, I just 
wait, and try to pacify the division office©

To top all this off, I just 
got word I’m to attend one of the AAAS Gordon Research Conferences - which is 
all very nice, as it is hold up in New Hampshire, at a small college, 
with meetings just morning and evening, afternoons free, with swimming and 
tennis and golf and such© But - there is always a fly in th© milk - I got 
word today that one of the speakers - from the Bureau - won’t be able to make 
it - his daughter is graduating from high school — and I was asked to give 
the talk© This I don’t really appreciate© Talking for 40 minutes on ‘’The 
Role of the Digital Computer in th© compilation of Critical Tables” is not 
just a snap© So5. if this issue of Cyrille seems a little disjointed, it is 
probably because I’m subconsciously thinking about that damned tallc© Nasst 
issue, I’ll give a full report on the meeting « even if you aren’t intere^ed you? 11 
get the works© Maybe I’ll oven include the taiko And that should, be a real 
threat a Mi^ht make it worth giving, just to have to put into OMPA©

But, I’d 
bettor get started with the 23rd OMPA smiling - mailing’ •« or I QI nover get 
this finished© Which might be a good thing© 
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Taking up OiT Trails first r may I arise to the defense of FAPA and 

state that FAPA does not bill dues© Bob may have thought it did* but he 
found out to his sorrow that it didn’t; he is now not even on the waiting list, 
unless he has done semo &st letter writinga He could have renewed, but didn’t 
bother to send in his money until too late* He may have boon confused by the 
admissions procedure, where the waiting—lister was told ho could nw; join, and 
to $md in his duos©

A L’Abandon [Caughran]® It sounds like the universities 
- American, I mean - have done away with a lot of ths fun of registration day© 
I can remember when I was stai'ting the fun juggling the classes, trying tc 
get the right teacher and arranging to have some spare time in a big blocky 
rather than just an hour at a time© One seme xtor I had a real good lineup- 
nothing on Tuesday or Thursday mornings © LabV every afternoon, tho© But then 
they out cut one section, and I ended up with 7 s 45 AM on Tuesday and Thursdayc©©* 
Then, when I got to graduate school and helped register for chemistry I could 
be ;sy sadistic self® It was more fun to tell somebody that the section was 
full, but that there was a 8 Au one open, or maybe a Sat aftezvioon lab®*.® 
Or trying to fit in the available spaces into the other programs* Th© early 
ones, of course, got the best sections®

Yes, wo Americans are taught 
world history in high school? I remomber having courses in at least two years® 
Both started with the cave man, got through ancient Sgypt, Greece, Rome, and 
something of the Bark Ages® About 1500 the second semester ended® As far as 
I know, I've never had any history course — and this includes the course in 
"Jostem Civilisation” that was ths required history in college — that got 
up to modern times® One exception was the last year in high school, in a course 
in International Relations (quotes, please) which discussed the present-day 
countries and how they were governed and such* But not any great detail about 
how they arose or why they wore what they were© I don’t think we went back 
much befoi'e VA7I; I’m cei'tain the events of the French Revolution were not 
mentioned© I find that I’ve picked up what knowledge I have of modem history 
from random reading, especially a few specialised histories — Influence of 
Sea Power on History by Mahan, for example - and what I’ve picked up from 
stamps© One of these days I8m going to dig up a good history and find cut 
who did what when and why© I know more about the early Greeks than about 
'taly of the 18th century© I find it a sad state of affairs© "Jhen in college 
I was busy with labs©

If you were in a field where you change jobs or job 
.locations ©very year ox* so, you would know why trailers to live in© -^specially 
if those jobs were in areas where there weren’t houses for miles that were 
fit to ront - if you could find one for rent at a price you could afford© 
Iem thinking of construction workers, for example© Bams are usually in the 
middle of nowhere© And it is ranch easier to move a big trailer once in a 
while, even if you do have to rent a truck to do so*

Sure IBM makes electric 
topers® Remember the Busby’s? And they make something called a 704 that 
doesn’t sort - punched cards® It takes data off cards or tapes — the latter 
axis faster, and can bo prepared off-line — and does things to the bits of data, 
‘.ike adding and subtracting and stox-ing and calling from storage, and shifting 
them all around, all in accord with a mystic ”progx‘am” that poor mortals like 
\;o prepare and dump into the monster. It can sort the contents of umpteen 
cards while the regular card equipment doos it for only afruction of the 
nuhber, and do it in a numbor of ways© The one at the Bureau keeps the payroll 

‘cr example© I had a change this last week, and the machine goofed; it forgot 
a $15 deduction I have for income tax© So, the things aren’t infallible®



Of course, the 704 is out of date nor; - too slow, not e rough capacity® '%© 
next one2 coming up in a couple of years, is called Stretch. - they .just 
stretched out a 704 about 10 times in ability® Will be transistorized, I 
believe, and take up not much more room® But •will cost like hell®

A capital
A is a $ for the same reason a capital 7 is an & and a capital 90is a ()® 
t depends upon the machine, too® And it is paraffin, at least in the 

chemical sense® I believe the English usage refe3?s to what we call kerosine 
or coal-oil — the stove fuel that boils just below gasoline (petrol)® Or 
it that benzine (not benzene, C^H^)?

' So why doesn’t somebody look up your 
mys terious Houston and seo who he is? Or is it a box address? That can be 
handled is you are willing to hang around the post office a little® Or if 
several people hang around the post office a lot®

Bill’s notes on peyote 
were interesting® One ^sid© was odd, to me - the Indian construction 
workers® Remember the einster story about this in ASF some years ago? 
I hadn’t realised this -&as the case®

[Two 1/2 pages per mag 4 ^his can’t go on® 3 
Amble [Mercer]® I miss Archive but this may develop into a replacement® 
Where do you get small, obscure islands with elephants growing on thorn? Or 
is this one that has escaped from an Irish circus?

hlaybe some of those Famark 
greeting cards wre used® JVho would know® [[ ]] You must have better grade 
toilet paper than we do® ' r at least toughen ^ven a ball-point pen will 
tear it, and anything else "will blot - if ink - or won’t write, if pencil®

I don't remember when I first came across Moondog, but I Sei it 'was at 
least 10 years ago, and probably Ip® At least it was back in the days of 
78s, but not too long before IPs® Iio is white, I believe, and was in M 
when I fix'St heard of him® Haven’t heard of him for 8, long while 9 tho®

I believe I^hrer is referring to the Audubon birdwatchers - or would 
that be out of context? I’ve heard tho record a couple of times, and feel I 
don’t want to hear it again® I have a strong' feeling that Lehrer is a symptom 
of ths age « cynical and satirical and unimportant and disgusting^ when I 
listen to his stuff I want to take a shower® I much prefer the lusty dirt 
of someone like Oscar Brands his songs are worse as far as the pure are con-- 
corned, but they have none of the unclean feeling that Xehrer gets into his® 
It is a decadence that is evil, I feel not evil in the Victorian religious 
sense, but just evil per so® I feel that much of cur humor today is such 
stuff, but not nearly as concentrated a® Lohrer"So He tears down without 
offering any replacement®

Leinster wears well, I foelp because he tries to 
write entertainment and nothing more? ho never tries to cany a message 9 
spraad the gospel of science, or what have you® And ho has been around 
longer than most of us — longer than I’ve been reading or breathing, for that 
matter® In atf he gees back at least 41 years, and was writing sevei'al 
years earlier® And in Last Spaceship he caught the wish fulfilment of most 
men - be the hero, get the girl, solvo all the problems, and have things 
come out all right at the end®

AH right, how do you capitalize 
something that has caps in the middle of the word? Obviously, you 1c them®

I egg we’re back an the ”sense of wonder” theme® I believe that it 
isn’t either tho stories or tho writers that have lost that .sow? nor has tho 
reader become cynical® I feel it is because the • reador has more of a background 
and fewer items seem to be so wonderful as at the start® *hoso first few 
spaceships were wonderful? the last few ar© ho*hum® Lika a child, with only 
a short period of time^span, considers every wonderful, because new things 
happen,, while later it io only the most unusual things that give that feeling®



1 k&ow that seojas to be the way with X cansjad snd enjoy stories ncw9 Mi 
don’t have th© 3^0 "kick" the older ones did* The best of the old ones 

bold ap well on rereading «• because the ’’glamour" still clings to them from 
<1d time So I admit that mazjy of th* more recent stories are better as .stories;., 

they don’t generate the same . • emotional impact<, It may be that
•A# wltsrs aren’t .putting theraaelves into it for the fun of it too*

X don’t agree with you op the subject of funerals* ror two reasons^ 
Birst f they are a emotional strain on the survivors$ an unnecessary strain at 

ihno when there in enough ..strain already* Of course, there are people to 
who* >sd.okng the px^per thiug{a is more important than anything els^o And the 

outside of the dfflme&iate family who want a big aSSate so that they 
oan bask in related, glory or somethings But the family itself could often be 

served by simple ? private rservices with simple interment or cremation ? 
di£&rf.irg upon the wished of the deceased* This would ‘be less eacpensive - which, 
^hauld bo considered where money is a°t surpl^ ™ and less strain on the 
isysily* And secondly $ I feel the wishes of the deceased should ba followed^ 
if possiblev After all, his body is his wo. ’personal possessiony and he 
should bs allowed to do what he wishes with it}7 within th® public goodo 
If I want to leave ^7 body to a medical school* that .should be my business, and 
i;y family. shouldn’t have -she power to change it* ^nd if I want to be buried 
.Ln e. special spot? why shouldn’t I? Hoybe I want my .Ashes planted in a moon 
crater or on and leave a trust to provide for apace research with that 
.;/oa:U hculd this be frustrated by someone else?

£: ^Dog House” is also used,
1 seem to reraembeic, as another for the exumy th© last car on a •

of raofaz's or gons* In other the caboose*
How many times has 

c, folded with only a part of a serial published? I can think of
two -- one a seini~px’o - offheado Hot counting oasos whore a aeries was un^’ 
iinislied because ihe writer died — Burroughs$■ Bowlan* Asd, then, there were 
Boo Smith’s two series, each in at least two mags, and each discontinued 
’ hesi the mags suspended*

Atoll [Atanjo naturally I like the 11 lustrations * 
"•nt I also like the writings * You sound, the way I am - whi'Le driving to work 
.:.r riding the street car (which T. do on occasion) all sorts of good ideas com© 
■?o By the time I get where I can note them down, they are all gon^w
I guess Iell have to install a voice-operated taper in the ego?* [Be useful for 
blaciaaail, toce4#.»] These people who apologia© for lousy reproduction - and 
< up with nice stuff like this^ they irk m9

ilay I stick, a couple of words 
in ibout the lied Cross* ThlU is strictly hearsay, but it does represent th® 
IVjeiirigB of a lot of people here in the States* In disasters hereP many

feel t-hat ths real woik is done by others, with th© SC coming in for the 
pubjicityo And there is certainly & lot of socialitype -activity here in BO 

c-sAoi? cities., v-here it is ”the thh^’2 to spend an afternoon at the SC* 
Uthturi;; feel that all the RC Acea is distribute supplies from the govsrment 
with the aid c»f contributed ser&ica.s^and- collect the glory* I’ve heard these 

fros people who have been in such eventsv . from Gia, from
i azid just people* I don’t know how it is regarded overseas^ over here,
'.•here is a lot of ressnteent against it* Sano of it may be sour grapes? but 
■ •h$?.e is a lot of grapes of wrath around*

Illoldeat V/einhum — w2tetien 
’4y;jeeyu ths ?jcone where Tweerrrl.il is bounding ahead, lighting bill down* 
??& not ears of details, as X haven’t xead> the story for ages, but I still 

this* Or maybe fjomething from d\WE&iphellcs ’’Hight”

Tweerrrl.il


Ihe passage I have in mind is ft where the narrator has landed on cazth in the 
far, far future, when the universe has run down©

"Coldw Cold—it tore into me 
like the fang of a savage animal© What cold^ Ths cold of ultimate death© It 
I'ipped through that thick, insulated suit and slashed at me viciously* as though 
there were no insulation there© I shivered so violently, I could scarcely turn 
ip the alcohol valves©©©©

"©•.©I realised that whatever had happened*
1 was in a spot indescribably cold and desolate© And in the same instant, 
• realised that the eky was black© Blacker than the blackest night, and yet 
jsfc-ra me the snow-field stretched to infinity, feinted by the blood-red light* 
..id my shadow crawled in darker rod at my feet©

“I turned, around© As far as 
the could see in three directions, the land swept off in very low* very 
slightly rolling hills, almost plains—ped plains of snow dyed with the dripping 
Light of sunset» I thought©

HIn the fourth direction, a wall—& wall that put the 
’-rest Wall of-China to shame-'*-loomed up half a mile——a blood-red wall that had 
she luster of metal© It airetched across the horizon, and looked, a scant hundred 
yards away, for the air was utterly clear© I turned up my alcohol
burners a bit more and felt a little better.

"Something jex’ked my head around 
..ike a giant hend—a sudden thought© I stared at the Sun and gulped© It was 
four times—six times—the size of the Sun I knew® And it wasn’t setting© It 
vas forty-five degrees from the horizon.. It was x^d© Blood^red© And there 
Tasn’t ths slightest bit of radiant heat reaching- ay face from it© That Sun 

was cold©
"..©And then I changed even that© I looked up at the black sky above 

;O? and in all the vast black bowl of the heavens, not three-score stars were 
visible© Dim, red stars, with one single sun that stood cut for its brilliance— 
i yellowish-red sun perhaps a tenth as bright as our Sun* but a monster ho re© 
It was another—a dead—space© For if that snow was frozen air, the only atmos-- 
nie ru must have been neon and helium© Thoie wasn’t any hazy air to stop the 
Light of the stars, and that dim, red sun didn’t obscure them with its light© The 
rears were gone©"

That shoudl make a picture, if you can capture the atmosphere© 
L.g [Jeeves]© An a physic is t/chemist I can very well cay "B-b-but what is 
;he trouble?" Or is it that the definition could be clearer? Let’s see© An 
sig is the work dons by a force of one dyne acting through ono centimeter© Ho 
;ime limit there. You do the same work lifting a stone whether you do it in one 
second or one minute. How a dj’ne is the fore© that will produce an 
acceleration of one cm/sec/sec in a mass of one gram© Now a erg (an erg, I mean) 
is a pretty small amount of v/ork© so9 we count work in units of joules, which 
jcncist of 10* (as I remember) ergs© Sc, power of one watt is one joule/sec© 

unclear, now? As for velocity© Host laymen use the word interchangably 
for speed© Not true® Velocity is a vector quantity5 a velocity of 1 cm/sec 
:is a directed quantity© speed is in any old direction, and can bo regarded 
as the scaler of velocity - to get technical© It is simply tho rate of change 
of position, ds/dt. Rate of motion makes me think of acceleration, which is 
•ho rate of change of’’’velocity, dv/dt, or the rate of change of the rate of 
jhz?.nge of position, d^z/dt^© And you will note that nothing is said about the 
sis* of the units in these expressions. A snel can have a velocity of 1 inch/min^ 

:. cket can have 1 mile/secj a car, 1 mile/min, a plant doesn't change position 
doesn’t normally have a velocity pex* se© The tip can have one, another po^nt 

raid have another© As for mass, which is the heavier (neglecting air
. yt ort — in vacuum, I mean) a pound of feathers or a pound of lead? The ssame, 

.‘course® So, if you ^vant to go down to the atoms - well, the 101-5- types of 
vJlkJs have mass; co do the electrons and protons and neutrons and mesons and©©®
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To avoid possible trouble, I shall insert here the ma^ic phrase« th 

once was a rallying cry of fandoms
MYngvi is a loused” A

Thermo
.Sye Bracks [Locke]* A wsIcqk: k ww cejr •ew-uw w

new arrival* uhat sort of a wa ting* list io this OLLPA one, vfh^re you plac.. 
your navel at the bottom of it? I like th© cheerful., shatty style of youx 
rambling discussion of the trials and tribulations o? the It isn t
profound, but it reads easily, and is enjoyable* And, as a book collector 
some of your reviews

Lot me rise to dispute a pointy though* I believe - md 
could no doubt bring in A*U*T*H*0*R*I*5^*^ to back me "* that the thr^e c ?? ; 
wore produced with the rental libraries in mind; the same situation is cc:m< a 
here in tho Spates with hard-cover mysteries*-the rental libraries will ta to 
almost all published^ and the publishers know they can eel! a certain number 
for sure, unless there is a terrible panning* Haggard came in at the end of 
the three- decker eraj his early books came out in email Editions because he 
was unknown* Had he started a dozen years laterf he would havo been able to 
build up a following in magazines such as The Strand, as did one AC 
The early Victorian writers camo out first, usuallyp in parts - small bock Lc .. 
issued weekly for Id 02? 2d each, and continued - with the bound, work., one ox 
three volumes, following as the last part (usually Kos 19/20 combined) app ;av-:- 
"•^ickwick Hupei's” is scarce in parts because Dickens was imkncwn, and no c •■c 
thought much of the writing - it was th© pictures that were the center of 
attraction, at least at first* ’The latex works are easy, though-, as the partj 
esm© out in large editions, with many being saved©

After all? how many of 
the upper class would like Dickens anyway?

Ar® you sure that Doc Smith awor 
put in erotic allusions? Have you read his latest in Amazing? S*MO And., 
toop in each of the Lensmen stories, st least., there is an episode ^e/:e our 
Hero is toying with on© of the fiar sex in situations that could be called 
intimate*

Hanzine Infer. [Pavlat j c liuch appreciated of course * And browsing 
brings back momorios - and take up tinoc

Fanzine Review [Madlo]. But why 
not give us somo Hadlc , instead of just general .reviews, Bob* I know you can 

talk, and write interestingly; why not do sc?
Grist [Mills]* ’ So you are nicked 

for 3^ Social Security* At least, if you get out, you can transfer your credit 
with you* VZe9 re «'government - nicked 6*5/^ and no transfer* If you leave 
before 15 years, you got the deduction - or most of it -back* After 15 ye^« 
you get only a retirement cheeky come 659 basad on your salary wa^- ’rack when 
you worked* And no social security credit*

The rest I liked, but what can I 
say when nothing dbriks fire?

Hungry [Rispin]* I had fun roading this, but 
find no markings on the margins on looking back* On. the back page, dees the 
last lino of tho poom refer to the rotsler illo? And especially to the hy 1 
mammsry development?

Morph [Roles]* Uhat is that, trans on La, HI, P3\ and I 
doing in your library?"*’Andf of course? most of the Infornatlcn is i rGbabL 
out of date — you can now got most of them in large quantity lots, nmeh 
cheaper* Roles Roovin^s is always good - you have the ability to write about 
people and places we are unfamiliar and make them interesting*



Jc a heary and welcome greeting to you* I find 
this little ~ only 26 pages - ontry ano of the most enjoyable items in the 
mailing* i enjoyed reading it so much I didn’t make any marks in the 
margins - too interesting* ]][[ Is King Ax^o still going? I haven81 seen 
one in go long.®®®JJ[[ You don’t like the real small cars? How about those 
motorized scooters? In traffic one of those can give me the willies, almost 
as bad as the bicycle with two riders, one on th© handlebars* The people on 
the scooters are sailing along with no concern , brief case strapped on behind, 
hat cm head, and an expression that says - to truck and oar — ’’Get out of my 
way, you clod." I don^t like them* jj[[ At last a woman who admits high het Is 
are no good* Those pencil-thin ones now in style are bad in more than one way* 
I was in the local department store - we actually have several, but this one 
is the best - riding an escalator when a women with such heels got
caught in the slots on tu© troaa* Sho got her foot out in time, but tho 
shoe had a heel torn off very nicely* Shiite a mess, too, for a time, with 
all sorts of people around* I understand, too^ that offices with carpets 
are having trouble — the heels cut right through* Aad I certainly agree that 
few women can walk gracefully in heels) either they walk bent kneed, or 
'they stride slowly and carefully, with each step mad© with care* Which isn’t 
good, when the escort wants to go someplace before the second act* And they 
have to lean heavily on you for support* The only place Ivve ©ver seen heels 
help was going up California Street near the Mark Hopkins in San Francisco* 
The grade is so stoop that the feet were level when the heel and sole wore 
both touching the sidewalk* Ait going down that grade it took two of us 
son to keep her from going nose down*

*he skotchs are good — ©specially 
the garden piece* The oppressions on the faces are perfect*

Dark rich tea? 
Good grief j the strongest tea I've had has been green ^hinese teas a real 
flavor too, not that bitter dishwater* And nothing in it - no cream, milk?, 
sugar ? 1gmono The lemon and sugar halp with the brown stuffy cold, it is 
bettor, but even then**®*

Iio more notes en margin* But, please keep jotting 
these daily events) they read bo interestingly* Mor© than ever makos rite mad 
at the hotel in LA*

Pooka .10[Ford]o. [There has been a slight break spent ir. 
listening to Elisabeth Schwarzkopf doing operetta arias - most delightful light 
music - and I now have on Almut Walcha doing th© Schfibler ^horales of JSBach< 
This I find relaxing after a hard day* Bach inspires, but never to a frenzy* 
He always leaves you uplifted and relaxedc 3 Baok to Ford* Was the fact th&i 
the manager wrus a fairy related to the lack of air-conditioning? One wonctars 
just what you raised hell with Tabakew for* A nice simple con. report — and 
an© that didn’t repeat the speeches verbatim, etc* Of course, if you only read 
one, theji it’s nice to have th© speeches, etej But I did like this®

Pooka 11 
%W.»-.wcc>nxrsEx» l\y you've got a lot of recordso And you are giving mo ideas* On© of these 

days maybe 1911 go through mine this way* ' ©me of those Ellington discs you 
list ar© real memory-makers - Killin’ Lyself, Warm Valley, Hover Ho Lament (you 
have th© early issue, I seo), Cotton Tail* (lay Copy of this is autographed 
by th© Duke) But what happened to my favoritg — Dusk/Hlue Goose? One of the 
very host., and the record that started me on,Ellington®

Sand in the Boor
noyJ® So now 1 have two copies*

Scottish© [LindsayJo Iem curious5 how do 
you pronounce this? But I believe there is some thing equally unesthetic 
about most female knees) most women tend to either cover them, or to wear short 
enough shorts so that th© eye goes elsewhere* Jjl.[ -^f you can’t afford to pay 
103? medical troatment hero thex?e are two choices you can be poor enough and
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e ot it from welfare funds, or just not get it© Right now the Federal employees 

-.3 oeing blanketed into one of several health programs — or rather given the 
h 22: r;e to join, with the government paying part of the cost - fringe benefits© 

-•his is what a lot of unions and companies have had previously© Great noise 
: j loing’ made that the government is paying half the cost and such© Actually 
;he government pays half the cost up to a maximum of $l©30 every two weeks® 
or a single person, these figures© You pay the rest© Tho program I have, a 

practice deal, costs me now $7©25 per month; the same deal9 essentially, 
will cost me about S5<>50 P-r month, with the government paying the rest© Some 

icple are complaining because they have outside coverage at less money, and 
<.ha government plan will cost them less. Like a friend of mine, who has 
ris mother living with him, retired* Before, he had her listed as a dependent 
cn a group rate plan© Now, he can't; he has to have a separate single membership 
for aex‘, at the higher non-group rates* In fact, I am not sure he can. get her 
covered, because of age* This irks him* of course©

I enjoyed Willis on the 
customs of the bath© Around here you almost have to take at least a shower 
dailys the tempera-tux'© in the summer time is such that you walk around with 
. film of moisture at all times - the humidity, you knew© Like a mild fog, 
niy at about and not quite as opeguo© Homings, though, can have a
.□al haze while the temp is about 70* That in tho summer time, of course* 
intersB they keep all the stores and offices and homes so haot you can't 

frees properly© You put on a warm coat for the outside, fox* after all 30 isn't 
f.arm, and then go into a store that is kept at 75” It makes roe sweat© So& 

frequent bathe Now back home ~ Oregon — where the climate is often com- 
Larel to England's (at least in the full/winter/spring) the problem isn't as 
•:ad; people seem to keep things cooler© And it doesn't get as warm©

I also 
enjoyed the ramblings 5 they are very readable and show a discerning eye for 
things and people©

Waldo [BentcliffeJ* I've seen worse covers - much worse -
often; if this is the worst you can do, you have no fears© So we use the 
first tvo letters ©f the series to indicate th© series, which says nothing 
bout the final member of it« This holds true even in Russian, whsrc it

2 tarts Ayb^Boo© (all caps)© And Greek and Hebrew® And, isn’t it alphasedticalp 
- t loast in English, as opposed to American? And then you run across the IBM 
notation alphanumerical© ’Which is used to distinguish between it and binary 
coded information^ [[Jj I believe that, like Archie, your story idea has 
ppeared at least once© Astounding, I believe, soveAal years ago© Telepaths, 

_ter had to spend a year as final excam on planet anti telepathic© If they were 
:aught, tho stake or the fire or rope©

The Hardware people - and I'm using the 
in the old sense, not the sense of gadgetry on a large scale - should 

• ppsrociate what the electrical people have, with their male plugs and female 
ylugo and male sockets and fornal© sockets©

Sounds [Lichtman]© 21ow. Bob, I’ll be 
flc'd to use artwork in colox* — if I can get it® I'm no artist, and nene of

■ 2 local lights are, and I’m too damn busy to writo tho letters I should© 
'][ I I see g^Em — physical education — has certainly changed theue days — no 

foot ./ ba>sl'je t/bsashaX1? and girls« ® *
Don't agree with you on having an American 

c for <&1PA; it started out British, ;md the American members I,;ve talked
I it should keep the ^ritish flavour, which is a rare and wonderful

TJll ISost public libraries will renew a book - fiction or non-fiction — 
xly onco, even if there is no demand for it® But you can take it out again as 

as it hits tho shelf©



On to the post-mailings 3 or at least those I can identify and lay 9 
ny hands upon at the mane nt©

Blunt, [Sanderson]. Ivve boog straining through th© 
microscopic type? I find it worthwhile but so wearying. Anyway 9 in this di&” 
suasion 1*0 fans and pros and stuff© Point a is well takeR© Most fans respect 
the good authors© Of course, it all depends on your definition of fan and 
good author. There are fans who considered Shaver the greatest and Plainer 
idiot for not printing more Shawi*. There are fans who consider any story with 
ps?. groat — and others who won’t touch the stuff. So,.** Point b© Over here 
it seems different. I’ve seen naos at small meetings completely snubbed by tho 
regular fanaj they weren’t in on the latest fan-world goings-on^ and actually 
wanted to discuss atf - that crasy Buck Sogers stuff. Some fasis do take an 
interest, but too often any gathering degenerates into a group of little circles9 
with the poor neos hovering on the outskirts, almost afraid somo BNF will seo 
them and let loos© with a sap gun© Ab for point o© Icw know fans - local « 
who hadn’t road a stf mag for years© They started in fandom - or found out about 
it at least - through the prodines9 but have switched from atf to fandom©

The
[Clark©] Can a mere male get in the cooking department for a 

moment?** At least' on pie crust? I’ve always known pie crust as the dough that 
was used to hold, cover and generally enclose the pie. Thore are one and two 
face pies - or open face pies and covered pies© These are th© apple and berry 

cherry pies© The pies that are soft fillings in a pre^haked container are 
c.'.led pastry crusts© And such things as deep-dish apple pis and meat pies have 

* crust ■** the _ * _ o > • 1I believe some of the sots here have eliminated tho 
like, whistle5 at least there ar© sets I can stand and sets I cannot, and X can 
hour up to 16 kc at least© Depends upon the internal circuit© you/did you 

ex* read Freeman (E Austin) mysteries? Thsy are the ones * can reread with 
real pleasurej after all, he has written some in which you know th© criminal 
at the start, and still holds your interest©

That quote has certainly been 
applied to the detective story© Sounds lilt© something Dorothy Sayers might 
have had Harriet Vano write©

I liked the lesser flea — I just finished rereading 
it - except for the harping on a couple of themes of past history©

Marsolo
[Hayes]© ^d on yellow© Pity lay poor eyes, please© On scanning through your 
c-ommonts - with pauses to rest ssy ©yes I noted remarks re Library of Congress© 
1 ? 3?c> is no trouble in getting into this© You just walk through the doors on 
th? ground floor;, or go up the main steps and in. the second floor - I moan first 
xlcorp of course - or come in the back doox* on the ground floorP or go in the 
annox arid take the elevator to the top floor reading room, or down to ths cellar, 

-t-C. 2: .Talk through the tunnel to the main building, coming in there in the collar© 
if you know where to go, you can get into the restricted stack areas without 

vO< meh difficulty© In any case, you enter the main reading room — after chocking 
.^i.t and umbrella — and locate a scat at the long reading desks© ’^his is hard, 
especially at terms end when all the high school/college students are trying to 
finish term papers© Once you have a seat, you loca to the book in the card catalog$ 
fiJl out a 3^5 call slip© and turn it in to the desk© In about half to one hour

• age bring you the book© When through, you return it to the desk, have them hold 
.t for tomorrow if you want, and walk out© Simple© If you ar© doing an advanced 
vioce of work,, and have ixcop^r credentials — such as a letter from a congressman 
03 senator — you can got cubicals assigned for your use, and have access to the 
?tccks© This is true for everything but the «delta- collection and the rare book 
• - -'a for obvious reasons© My only objection is that I can’t got gjoihg of the 
'lc tic 1 I want to index on Sat and Sunday - no circulation of PZ3 stuff then «- and

. short hours they are open on weekends© One of these days I want to start 
r ■; some more bib Iio work when the job settles down to merely hectic©



*119 article on wdo Greeks was interesting; I wonder what de lamp v v. ' 
have to say to it® His Greece certainly wasn’t nude®

n Habokkuk [DonahoL I
liko thiSj ano. just wish it wero part of every OLWA mailing* --nd not bserusj 
of tho mosoalin article (l“m sortof out in left field on this; it doecn'* -inter? 
me much.) [I remember a report I heard years ago about some college J cher.- 
dept doin/; work on alkaloids that whipped up some things that were worse tha---. 
any of the natural ones and carefully dostrcyed all the records© J

Of course
the "Threepenny Opera" is based on tho "Begger^s Opera" of English compositi 
as a reaction against the Germanic and Italian operas of the period® I sti .1 
have the old 78 recording from the 1935;! London revival; most wonderful Singh?,;.

And may I take a few lines to disagree with ycu over that definite®;
of science fiction? I don’t feel that it is definitive, but at least it doe.n 
pussyfoot around it like Moskowitz’s did* loo many people have: been asaumir! M -.-. 
since it was published in AS? or Galaxy or Amazing it nust be science Action. sine- 
these magazines publish science fiction® This is as bad as saying that tiro 
stories of sex, sadism, and slaughter that appear in the "detective" magasin s 
are detective stoi’ies© Hammett could use this in his, but they were also detc-c?!- . 
stories; his imitators can5to likewise a lot of the stories in the prosines. 
especially Fantastic Adventures and ^lauet ana Amazing of several years back 
ware not stf$ they were fantasy or nothing more than mundane stories in an 
exotic setting that had nothing to do with the plot space opera© If w are 
going to have science fiction, let’s discuss science fiction*. And I°ve said noild 
about how good it is - seme of the true science fiction of tho Gemsback Amasings 
are horrid to road© And a lot of fantasy could qualify; the treatment is 
the deciding factor© You note that I have admitted several items to the can r. 
;hat realty don’t belong - time ravel and faster than light ships® Even v&en. 
there isn“t a good explanation for the ©vent; it has become one of the accepted 
bits of background, just like a ray gun®

But enough rambling of t e cuff® Maybe 
soon X can do a good 30b on this©

TAFF [Brownjo Unfortunately, this
was at the bottomtof the pile, and I8vo Just about used up energyand comments.: 
At least, it didn t stir any conunont fran me, except that I hate that wiggly 
line around some Of the pages© H distracts me©

I a ee I have some white space., 
but it io too hot and too late to do anything about it© Except to mention taht 
the Ditto is in the repair shop, and so this will be postmailecL Ulaybe next 'f>.; . 
I will be in the bundle® I hope*©©*


